Address Verification
Verifying and maintaining the integrity of your addresses will
increase customer satisfaction through accurate shipments and
reduce charges due to shipping errors related to residential vs
business addresses, incorrect zip codes or missing zip codes.

Address Verification is a Lanham NAV Extension
Address Verification is a Lanham NAV Extension in NAV 2016
and newer versions. Extensions are Microsoft’s methodology
used to extend Microsoft Dynamics NAV and D365 functionality
without modifying the base code.

Lanham Address Verification is offered as a monthly service to
verify any US or APO and FPO address in your system.
Changes are stored in your business system and accessed
when needed for customer and vendor information, as well as
for sales orders and purchase orders. The objective is to verify
addresses at initial entry, such as when creating a customer
record, which will reduce entry time and, later, potential
frustration at shipping time.

With an extension, no object merge is required. You can easily
install, upgrade, and uninstall functionality, making NAV
upgrades

Typically, customers add addresses to their system in 3 ways:
1.

Adding a customer or vendor manually when entering an
order.

Prerequisites
Must be running NAV 2016 or newer.
Related Fact Sheets
To learn more about Lanham’s entire suite of Supply Chain
software, reference the following fact sheets:
•
Demand Planning for Distributors
•

Demand Planning for Manufacturers

2.

Importing sales orders from websites which in turn create
customer and ship-to information.

•

E-Receive

•

Lanham EDI

3.

Receiving EDI orders from on-line retailers for drop-ship
fulfillment.

•

Inbound Container Tracking

•

Address Verification

•

ACE Warehousing

•

Outbound Warehouse Request

•

History Management

Once an address has been verified against the cloud database,
it is stored in a separate verified address table in your local
database. This allows the system to check verification when this
address is used in a new document, such as a sales order,
without interaction by the user and without another comparison
of the address to the cloud database.
Addresses need to be re-verified occasionally to ensure that
nothing has changed. This is done by using a date formula that
automatically re-verifies the address after a specified number of
days, weeks, or months. This verification is handled without
interaction from the user unless for some reason the address
can’t be re-verified.
In addition, an Address Worksheet allows you to verify
addresses in groups, such as customers or sales orders that
have not been verified. This feature is useful after the initial
installation of Address Verification to verify, correct, and update
all of your addresses.
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About the Developer
®
Lanham Associates provides supply chain business value to
middle market distributors and manufacturers by streamlining
operations, cutting costs, and increasing overall productivity.
Specialists in distribution and Microsoft Dynamics NAV right
from the start, Lanham prides itself in creating and
implementing quality software and services that improve
customers’ business processes. With Lanham solutions you
can also count on staying current since Lanham stays in
lockstep with Microsoft on the latest technology offerings.
Uniquely, Lanham solutions allow users to keep all of
their data right at their fingertips in NAV. No tedious
customizations or integrations with external sources. No new
user interfaces to learn. All the drill-down and reporting
capabilities of NAV, and all your key data inside your business
system. It’s seamless simplicity at its best, and it’s reflected in
all of Lanham’s offerings.
Contact Information
Lanham Associates, Headquarters
1 Meca Way
Norcross, GA 30093 USA
Phone: +1-678-379-4200
From Europe: +31 (0)10 7994145
Email: LAInfo@lanhamassoc.com
Additional Resources
®
Lanham Services
Lanham Services can be the perfect complement to your
Lanham solutions.
The Lanham Services team is expert in delivering business
process reengineering, implementations, training, upgrades,
custom work, EDI managed services, support and project work
across all the Lanham supply chain solutions.
Lanham Services Contact Information:
Phone: +1 928-846-4909
Email: LSInfo@lanhamservices.com

Absolute Value™
Through its sister company, Absolute Value, LLC, Lanham
also offers key ERP-independent cloud solutions: Demand
Planning and Point of Sale (POS) Data Analytics.
Demand Planning enables distributors and manufacturers to
have the right inventory at the right place at the right time,
while reducing inventory investment and increasing customer
service levels.
POS Data Analytics analyzes retailers’ weekly store/item
information to provide companies that supply to retailers with
guidance that can help them improve product sales and trading
partner relationships.
For more information on Absolute Value, contact:
Phone: 678-905-1204, ext 102
E-Mail: AVInfo@absolutevalue-us.com
Please visit: www.lanhamassoc.com or www.absolutevalueus.com for additional product information.
Lanham Associates: Your Single Source for Supply Chain
Solutions

